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Abstract
Unimolecular isomerization is a very important topic in molecular dynamics. We
have studied the isomerization process of HCP - HPC by the technique of Stim-
ulated Emission Pumping Spectroscopy. Highly vibrationally excited levels of Me-
thinophosphide have been observed up to 25000cm- 1. Spectroscopic analysis has
been attempted to understand the SEP spectrum. The observed spectrum shows
some sign that isomerization might be beginning to occur at 25000cm- 1 level. More
experimental data is needed to fully understand the isomerization dynamics. We also
propose an SEP experimental study of CNCN -+ NCCN utilizing a unique feature of
the (CN) 2 isomers. Using the CNCN excited electronic state as the SEP intermedi-
ate, the energy barrier is reduced to 2/3 of the magnitude of that using the NCCN
excited electronic state as SEP intermediate. Ab initio calculations confirm our pre-
diction of the existence of a low-lying bent electronic state of CNCN. The proposed
SEP experiments are therefore likely to succeed in characterizing the unimolecular
isomerization of the CNCN -, NCCN process.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert W. Field
Title: Professor of Chemistry
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Chapter 1
Optical-Optical Double
Reasonance Spectroscopy of
Methinophosphide HCP
Isovalent to Hydrogren Cyanide, Methinophosphide (HCP) is a simple molecule which
should be of great interest to many molecular spectroscopists. It is one of the few
compounds in which a higher than second row element (P) is triply bound to a single
carbon atom. The spectroscopic properties of HCP are very similar to those of HCN.
Like HCN, the ultraviolet absorption spectrum is dominated by a bent - linear
X transition. It is known that the bending potential of HCN has a local minimum
which corresponds to the structure of HCN. Naturally one would be curious whether
HCP has a similar structure on the ground state.
HCP was first synthesized by Gier [1] in 1964, who confirmed from the infrared
spectrum that the molecule was linear with the structure of HCP rather than that of
HPC. The excited electronic states of HCP were first observed by Johns et al [2] in
1969 using photographic UV absorption spectroscopy. They identified seven excited
electronic states, including three singlet states: A1A" (To = 34746 cm-l), B 1 II (To
= 35927 cm-'), and C1A' (To = 40248 cm-'), and four triplet states: a3 E+ (To =
24440 cm-'), 3I1 (To = 30430 cm-l), 3-E- (To = 31024 cm-'), and d31I (To = 35976
cm-1).
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Of the seven observed electronic states, only A1A" and C1A' are bent, and this
structural feature is crucial to the SEP experiments described later on. In 1989, ab
initio configuration-interaction calculations by Karna et al [3] characterized several
electronic states of HCP up to 65000cm - 1. More ab initio calculations have been
done on the ground state potential surface and the possible existence of HPC.
In 1982, Murrell et al predicted that HCP has a secondary energy minimum 367
kJ/mol above the minimum. However, their recent results [4] showed that HPC is
a maximum. In 1985, Lehmann et al [5] showed in an ab initio calculation, that
HCP has a saddle point on the ground state potential sufface corresponding to the
structure of HPC. In addition, in a dispersed fluorescence spectrum from the A state,
they observed 94 vibrational states of X'E+ up to the energy of 17500 cm-l. In 1986
from the results of ab initio MO studies, Nguyen et al [6] also suggested that HPC
corresponds to an energy maximum and recently Ma et al [7] confirmed that HPC
is a local energy maximum with respect to the bending coordinate and that HPC is
indeed unstable in gas phase.
Our interest in the molecule is focused on the isomerization process of HCP X
HPC as studied by the technique of Stimulated Emission Pumping (SEP) Spec-
troscopy [8]. SEP is a two-laser experimental scheme. The first laser (PUMP) excites
the molecule to a single rovibronic level of HCP in its excited electronic state. The
seccond laser (DUMP) is scanned through resonance with downward transitions to
the vibrationally excited levels of the ground electronic state. But the DUMP laser
can also stimulate transitions upwards to higher excited states, as it did in our SEP
experiments. This led to the observation of a previously unidentified electronic state.
The OODR experiments are carried out using a Nd:YAG laser which pumps
two tunable dye lasers. The PUMP is a 15ns, 2mJ pulse (0.05 cm -1 resolution)
of the frequency doubled output of a dye laser operated with an intracavity etalon.
The PUMP transitions used in the OODR experiments were Q(6), P(7) lines of the
A'A" (0, 1,0) - X 1 I+ (0, 00, 0) band, Q(6), P(7) and Q(8) lines of the A'A" (0,
00°,0) X- '+ (0, V1, 0) band, where (vl, vKa, v3) are CH stretching, bending, CP
stretching, and rotational angular momentum projection Ka along the a molecular
4
axis, respectively.
The A - X fluorescence was imaged by an S1UV lens onto the two matched
end-on photomultipliers which monitor the signal and reference cells. Caution was
taken to minimize the scattered light. The output of the PMT signal was amplified
by a LeCroy VV100BTB amplifier and sent to a home-built differential amplifier.
The output of the differential amplifier was detected by a SRS 250 boxcar. The
boxcar settings usually are: width 1.5/ts, delay 100 - 200 ns, averaged shots 30. The
PUMP laser was pressure-scanned and locked onto a specific rotational transition.
The PROBE laser is a 5 mJ pulse, delayed with respect to the PUMP by 20 ns. By
counter-propagating the PUMP pulse only through the singal cell, the PROBE laser
excited the 31A' - A'A" (0, 1, 0) transition.
The OODR signal was detected by the depletion of the side fluorescence in the
signal cell as the PROBE laser was scanned through resonance with an upward tran-
sition. The PROBE laser covered the region from 49000 cm - 1 to 56000 cm-l. Most of
the OODR spectra were recorded with a resolution of 0.5cm - 1 by grating-scanning
the PROBE laser. The (0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) vibrational levels of the 31A' state
were recorded at 0.05 cm- 1 resolution by pressure-scanning the PROBE laser with
an intracavity etalon and calibrating against the I2 atlas. Both the PUMP and the
PROBE lasers were linearly polarized with their polarization axe parallel with each
other.
The HCP sample was synthesized by pyrolysis of CH 3PCl 2 [9] at - 9000C in a
30 cm long, 7 mm diameter quartz tube packed with crushed quartz. The gaseous
products were passed through a KOH trap at 200 K, which removed HC1 and low
volatility products. A second trap at 77 K collected HCP product and passed CH 4
product and other low boiling products. HCP along with some C 2H 2 byproduct was
evaporated from the second trap at 130 K. Since we were using a double resonance
technique, no attempt was needed to separate C 2H 2 from HCP. The sample pressure
inside the cell was usually around 300 mTorr.
Contrary in appearance to the usually sharp (FWHM = 0.05 cm-l) features of the
SEP spectra, the spectral linewidth of each OODR features is much broader. This
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made it easy to distinguish the upward OODR transitions from the downward SEP
transitions. We could also compare the observed Q(6) and Q(7) PUMPed spectra
which would include transitions into the same J" = 6 and 7 levels of the 31A' state.
If the transition is upward, the Q(7)-PUMPed spectrum is going to be shifted to a
higher frequency by J" * (B' + C') cm- '. On the other hand, if the Q(7) spectrum
had to be shifted to lower frequency by roughly the same J" * (B' + C') cm-l to bring
it into overlap with the Q(6) PUMPed spectrum, the transition must be a downward
SEP signal. So with these two methods, we can definitely distinguish downward SEP
transitions from upward OODR transitions.
The newly observed electronic state of HCP is assigned to be a bent singlet state
with the A' symmetry. The calculation by Karna [3] suggests that this is the third
state of A' symmetry, hence it is called 31A'. It corresponds to two r* - r exci-
tations, since the 31A' and the X 1 E + ground state belong to the electronic config-
urations: (lo - 7o)2(1lr) 4(2r) 2 (3ir)2 and (lao- 7) 2 (1r)4 (27r) 4 respectively. From
the priliminary analysis of the OODR spectra, we believe that the predissociated
bent 31A' state is a quasilinear state, which means that the barrier between the bent
equilibrium configuration to the linear configuration is very shallow, comparable to
the energy of several quanta of the bending vibrational excitation. So the molecule
can easily surmount the barrier and display the effects of a transition from bent to
linear geometry. Therefore, the spectrum of a bending vibrational progression will
have similar structure of the bent to linear transition, usually in the form of a rapid
increase of the A rotational constant and decrease of the vibrational interval as vmd
increases.
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Chapter 2
Least-Square Fitting of the SEP
Spectrum of Methinophosphide
HCP
2.1 Introduction
Since the Herzberg era of molecular spectroscopy, experiments on polyatomic molecules
have been limited to the study of a few vibrational quanta, where the energy is lo-
calized in certain normal modes. But at vibrational energies of chemical interest,
spectroscopists encounter enormous difficulties both experimentally and theoretically.
The first is the difficulty of the experiment itself. For example, the intensity of vi-
brational overtone bands, whereby a molecule is excited directly to a high vibrational
overtone level, will decrease by roughly a factor of 10 each time the vibrational ex-
citation increases by 1. For the HCP molecule, the isomerization barrier of HCP 
HPC is estimated to be 27000cm - 1 by recent ab initio calculation [10], which corre-
sponds to approximately 45 quanta of the bending vibration. So there is no way this
barrier maximum region can be reached by the method of direct overtone pumping.
The second problem is spectral congestion. When the vibrational excitation reaches
v >> 1, the vibrational density of states can be as high as 10/cm- 1 and it will be
extremely hard to resolve and even more difficult to assign the spectrum. On the
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theoretical side, normal mode analysis has been well understood since the 1950's, but
it is limited to the approximation of small-amplitude motion. Can the normal mode
theory be extrapolated to energy levels up to tens of quanta of vibrational excitation
where molecules exhibit large amplitude motions? How can the spectra of highly
vibrationally excited molecules be understood? What information about the molec-
ular dynamics can be extracted from the spectra? These are serious challenges for
molecular spectroscopists.
In 1979, Field, Kinsey and coworkers invented the technique of Stimulated Emis-
sion Pumping Spectroscopy (SEP) [8]. SEP is a folded variant of Optical-Optical
Double Resonance Spectroscopy and has been proved to be extermely valuable in ex-
ploring the dynamics of highly vibrationally excited molecules, such as HCCH, HCN,
etc. The first laser (PUMP) stimulates transitions to a selected rovibronic level of a
well-characterized excited electronic state, then the second laser (DUMP) stimulates
transitions back to the ground electronic state potential surface. When the DUMP
laser is tuned to resonance with a transition into high vibrational levels of the ground
state, stimulated emission occurs and the SEP signal corresponds to a fluorescence
dip resulting from each the DUMP resonance. The double resonance feature of SEP
greatly reduces the spectral congestion. SEP is also a Franck-Condon selective tech-
nique which makes the spectra much easier to asssign. One thing to notice is that,
even with the advantages of SEP, it is fairly difficult to analyse the spectra of highly
vibrationally excited levels in practice due to various anharmonic and Coriolis inter-
actions. The crucial condition in an SEP experiment is the structural and dynamical
characteristics of the intermediate electronic state, such as its lifetime, fluorescence
yield, dissociation limit. An other condition is the equilibrium geometry of the in-
termediate state which determines the Franck-Condon overlap integral between the
intermediate and the final state. The overlap integral directly controls the transition
intensity.
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2.2 Overview of the SEP Data Set of HCP
The SEP experiments on HCP were similar to the description of the OODR experi-
ments and details can be found in many references [11]. The only difference between
an OODR experiment and an SEP experiment is that the second laser (DUMP) stim-
ulates transitions from the intermediate state back to the highly vibrationally excited
levels of the ground electronic state. Usually SEP spectra were recorded in high
resolution ( 0.05 cm-l) by pressure-scanning the DUMP laser with an intracavity
etalon.
Since one can think of the bending vibration of HCP as the isomerization co-
ordinate, the SEP experiments concentrated mainly on the pure bending overtones.
The intermediate states used in the SEP experiments of HCP were the bent A1A"
and C1A' states and the specific intermediate vibrational levels were selected to get
optimal Franck-Condon overlaps. The A - X transition is a parallel c-type tran-
sition with the rotational rule of K' - I" = ±1. If the PUMP transition was HCP
A1A" (0, 31,0) +- X1 + (0, 00, 0) which means that K] = 1, we would expect that
the terminal levels of the SEP spectrum will have even quanta of the vibrational
angular momentum I". This implied that only vibrational states with even quanta of
bending excitation would be reached in the SEP spectra. On the other hand, if the
PUMP is a hot band transition, such as A'A" (0, 30,0) - X'E+ (0, 11', 0), then odd
quanta of the bending vibration would be reached in the SEP spectra. This provides
preliminary assignments of the vibrational sequences of the SEP spectra.
Basically, the SEP experiments began with the (0, 26, 0) state at 16318 cm-l stim-
ulated by the results of Dispersed-Fluorescence spectroscopy reported by Lehmann
et al [5]. The pure bending overtones were observed from (0, 26, 0) up to (0, v2, 0),
v2 = 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42. For the (0, 42, 0) state, the vibrational energy
is around 25315 cm-', which is close to the top of the HCP -+ HPC isomerization
barrier, 27000 cm-1 . Two combination levels with CP stretch were also observed, (0,
24, 1) and (0, 26, 1).
One interesting observation is the pattern of Franck-Condon selectivity of the
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intermediate levels of the A state. From the A'A" state (0, 3, 0) level, the highest
observed states were (0, v2, 0), where v 2 < 30. While for the (0, 3, 1) level, only two
states were observed, (0, v 2, 1), where v 2 = 24, 26. For the A (0, 3, 3) level, we were
able to observe levels as high as (0, 42, 0). On the other hand, if the C state was
the intermediate level, no Franck-Condon selectivity was apparent and the observed
density of states was equal to the calculated density of states. What role did the
excitation of the CP stretch of the A state play in the SEP spectrum and what is the
reason for such a distinct pattern of Franck-Condon selectivity for the A state?
The bending overtone spectra showed no perturbations up to v2 = 30, which is
very surprising since the energy is about 19000 cm-l1 at v2 = 30. But at v2 = 32,
the spectrum was observed to be heavily perturbed and the perturbations were not
as strong and numerous for states of v2 > 32 than for v2 = 32. This is very weird
since usually the intensity and complexity of perturbations increase monotonically
with the vibrational excitation. The sudden onset of perturbations at the (0, 32, 0)
level itself is intriguing, but it is also hard to understand is why the perturbations
are less numerous and intense at (0, v2 > 32, 0) than at (0, 32, 0).
From the Franck-Condon principle, the CP stretch should be active in the A +- X
transition since the CP bond length changes from 1.54 A in the X state to 1.69 A in
the A state. But we only saw two SEP transitions into states with excitation in the
CP stretch. All other combination levels which would be expected to occur in the
examined energy region were not seen. Due to the Franck-Condon selectivity of the
A state, one might think that the combination levels do not have overlap with the A
state wavefunction.
2.3 Least-Squares Fitting
For each bending overtone state, the number of actually observed perturbing vibra-
tional states ranges from 1 to 10. The objective of doing Least-Squares Fitting is
to deperturb the observed SEP spectra and understand the resonances among all
the observed states. If possible, we want to see whether there were any signs of
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isomerization since the highest reached energy was very close to the calculated iso-
merization barrier. We used a Nonlinear Least-Square Fitting program [12] developed
in this group. Basically, we write down the effective Hamiltonian matrix for the ob-
served group of states, which consists of the Franck-Condon bright state (a bending
overtone) and the Franck-Condon dark states, which showed up in the SEP spectra
through spectroscopic perturbations. The computer diagonizes the matrix to deter-
mine the eigenvalues, which are supposed to correspond to the observed molecular
energy levels.
2.3.1 Basis Function
The vibrational wavefunction of the linear ground state of HCP is labelled: (vl, v, v 3),
where v 1, v 2, v 3 are CH stretch, bend, CP stretch respectively, and I is the vibrational
angular momentum arising from the doubly degenerate bending vibration. The trans-
formation for the X state vibrational wavefunction under oa,, reflection in the molecule
fixed plane, where the reflection symmetry corresponds to the parity is:
0Vl V, V3 >= IV1, 21, V3 >.
The X state rotational wavefunctions were expressed in the parity basis, IJ, 1, e >
and IJ, 1, f >, which can be expressed as linear combination of the signed-i basis
functions:
fJ,l = Oe >= J, = 0 >
IJ,l = 2, e >= (IJ,I = 2 > +IJ, I= -2 >)
IJ, 1= 2, f >= (IJ,I = 2 > -J,I = -2 >),
where J is the total angular momentum, I is the vibrational angular momentum.
Note that, for a linear molecule, I is the same as K,, the projection of J on the a
molecular axis. For the linear HCP ground state, I is used instead of K hereafter.
We know that in the signed-i basis:
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It is easy to work out in the e, f-symmetry basis that:
~olJ, I,e >= (-1)JIJ, I,e >
vr,,J, lif >= (-1)J+llJ, I f >.
The advantage of using the e, f-symmetry basis is that the perturbation selection
rules are easy to define in the e, f-symmetry wavefunction and the off-diagonal matrix
elements will be easy to write down.
2.3.2 Matrix Elements
The diagonal matrix elements used here are just standard energy level expressions for
a linear triatomic molecule:
E = vo + g,12 + B(J(J + 1) - 12) - D(J(J + 1) - 12)2 (2.1)
The off-diagonal matrix elements can have various forms depending on the type of
interaction between each state. The frequently used types of interactions are described
in the following.
a) Rotational -type resonance is the interaction between the I = 0 and I = 2e
parity component of the same vibrational state. It is the most important interaction
between the I = Oe and I = 2e parity states of the Franck-Condon bright states. As
a second-order effect of the Coriolis interaction [13], the rotational -type resonance
has the following matrix element in the signed-I basis:
< V1,21 7 V,3; J, IHIvl, v1±2,v3; J, I >=
4-q2(v2 T 1)(v 2 ± i + 2)[J(J + 1) - (l ± 1)][J(J + 1) - (I 1)(l + 2)].
In the parity basis, it can be shown that the matrix elements between the I = 0
12
0""I I >= =(- )J- I J, - >.
and = 2e parity component is:
r-resV_.e, = 1q2/v2(v2 + 2)J(J + 2)[J(J + 2) - 2] (2.2)4
b) Fermi Resonance [14] is caused by the third order anharmonicity of the
potential energy surface. It occurs whenever the sum of the frequencies of wi + Wj
(or 2wi) is accidentally close to the frequency wk and the cubic force constant kjk (or
kiik) does not vanish by symmetry. For the linear HCP molecule, no Fermi resonance
has been reported in the microwave and infrared data. From the consideration of
symmetry and vibrational frequencies, operators of the form r2q3, where r 2 is the
radial bending normal coordinate and q3 is the "CP" stretch mormal coordinate, lead
to a 2:1 bend:"CP" stretch resonance. The matrix element for the 2:1 resonance can
be expressed as the following:
< v1, v 2 , v 3 HIvi, (v 2 - 2)', 3 + 1 >
= k0: 2: 1 /(v2 - 12 )((v 2 - 2) - 12)v 3 (v3 + 1) (2.3)
where k0:2:1 is the force constant coefficient of the r 2q 3 term of the potential energy.
Note that the Fermi interaction exists only between states with the same value of
I and its magnitude does not depend on the rotational quantum number J, but it
increases with the vibrational quantum numbers to specific powers. This is a very
useful type of information for assigning the the perturber states. In the actual fit,
the matrix elements will simply be assumed to be constant between each pair of
interacting states.
c) Coriolis Interaction [14] is caused by the coupling of the total angular mo-
mentum J and the vibrational angular momentum r. The Coriolis term in the Hamil-
tonian for a linear molecule is: (J x 7r)z. The corresponding matrix elements in the
signed-i basis are:
< V1, I, V3; J IHive, (2 + 1)lV,, V3 + 1; J, I 1 >
= /J(J + 1)-( T 1 )v/l(V2 1)(v + 1) where is a con-
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stant which depeds on the normal coordinates. This a-type Coriolis interaction con-
nects states with Al = +1 and the interaction gets stronger as the rotational quantum
number J increases. So one would expect that, if there is a Coriolis interaction be-
tween two states, the matrix elements will get larger as J increases. In the fit, the
Coriolis matrix elements in the parity basis are taken to be:
VCo.iolis = CV J(J + 1)-l(l + 1)(2.4)
where 1 is that for the Franck-Condon bright state, and C, is vibrational-dependent
constant.
2.4 (0, 32, 0) State
The PUMP transitions used for the (0, 32, 0) state were Q branch lines of the
A(0,3 1,1) band, J = 3,4, 7,8,13 and Q branch lines of A(0,4',1) band, J = 4,6,7,8.
The (0, 32, 0) state is the most strongly perturbed state of the observed bending
overtones. Even simplifed by SEP, the observed spectrum is very complicated. One
thing to notice is that the number of observed lines increases with respect to J,
which indicates that the off-diagonal matrix elements between the bright (0, 32, 0)
state and the highly excited vibrational perturber states are J-dependent. Only one
Franck-Condon bright state was considered and the spectroscopic constants are listed
in Table 2.3 at the end of this chapter. We tried to use an effective Hamiltonian
model to fit the observed data but were unsuccessful.
2.5 (0, 34, 0) State
The PUMP transitions used for (0, 34, 0) states were: Q branch lines of the A(0, 31, 2)
band, J = 7,8,9,12 and Q branch lines of the A(0,41,1) band, J = 6, 7, 12,13,14.
Basically, the observed spectra consisted of three vibrational states: the (0, 34, 0)
F-C bright state (I = 0 and 2), and two extra states labelled * and ** as shown in the
reduced term value plots. Note that the * and ** states have e symmetry because the
14
two states only appeared in the Q PUMP and Q DUMP spectra. In the symmetry
basis, the total selection rule is: e - f for Q type transitions and e * e for P and R
type transitions. So it's straightforward to confirm that after two consective Q type
transitions, the terminal states will have the same parity as the initial state. In our
case, the initial ground state has e parity, so the terminal states also must have e
symmetry.
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We can write down the effective Hamiltonian matrix:
H0 = ° H-r.es H1 3 H14 0
HI-.res H =2 H 23 H24 0
H31 H32 H. 0 0
H41 H4 2 0 H** 0
R n n n f HrT=2f
L V v v M ? I
(Hij = Hji) (2.5)
The diagonal terms are the standard zero-order rovibrational energy level expres-
sions for a linear triatomic molecule, as in equation (2.1). There are no off-diagonal
matrix elements between the e parity block and the f parity block due to reflection
symmetry, and all interactions between the Franck-Condon dark states are also as-
sumed to be 0. There is an -resonance of the form of Equation (2.2) between the
I = 0 and = 2 e parity components of the main state. The interactions between
the main state and the * are assumed to be different types of mechanisms such as
Coriolis and Fermi and the interaction between the main state and the ** state are
also assumed to be either Fermi or Coriolis.
The crucial goal here is the I assignment of the * and ** states. If I = 0 for
both states, only Fermi resonance is plausible and we obtain:H 1 3 = F 1, H 14 = F2
and H 23 = H24 = 0. If I = 1, the interaction takes the Coriolis form and we have:
Hli = CiJ(J + 1) and H 2i = Ci'J(J + 1)- 2, where i = 3,4 indicating the *
and ** states. The factor of d comes from the fact that the I = 2, e parity level is
a linear combination of two signed-i basis functions with a normalization constant of
A. Finally, since the * and ** states only showed up in the spectra as single e parity
components, these perturbers cannot be I = 2 states.
We tried different combinations of the above mechanisms and the result showed
that the interaction between * and (0, 34, 0) is Coriolis type, i.e. I* - 1, and that
between ** and (0, 34, 0) is Fermi type, i.e. I** = 0. The fit was very good and the
differences between the experimental data and the calculated energy levels were well
within the experimental error of 0.05 cm-l for all observed rotational lines. Moreover,
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the experiments on the J-dependence of the intenstiy ratios between the * state and
(0, 34, 0) confirmed that the interaction strength was rotation-dependent since the
intensity ratio of the * state relative to the (0, 34, 0) state was increasing with J and
in good agreement with the the calculated ratio calculated for the Coriolis interaction.
So we concluded that the * state was an I = 1 state with a Coriolis interaction with
the (0, 340, 0) state and the ** state was an I = 0 state with a Fermi resonance
interaction with the (0, 340, 0) state. The matrix elements between the (0, 34, 0)
state and the *, ** states were determined to be: 0.02862 J(J + 1) cm-1 and 0.5
cm-1 respectively. The spectroscopic constants for the * and ** states are listed in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Spectroscopic Constants of the purturbed states of (0, 34, 0),
(la uncertainties in parentheses).
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vo (cm-l) Bv (cm- ')
*(I= 1) 20930.29(77) 0.6236(11)
**(I = 0) 20935.67(9) 0.6721(1)
2.6 (0, 36, 0) State
The PUMP transitions used for the (0, 36, 0) state were the Q branch lines of the
A(0,31 ,2) band, J = 6,7,8,11,12,13. In the reduced term value plot, we can see
that there were 3 vibrational states: the FC bright (0, 36, 0) state and two extra *
and ** states similar to (0, 34, 0). Chen et al [15] assigned the two extra states to be
= 0 states and the fit was excellent.
x 104 cm- 1
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Figure 2.2 HCP (0,36,0) state reduced term value plot.
Bo=0.6662735 cm-l.
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2.7 (0, 38, 0) State
The PUMP transitions used for (0, 38, 0) state were Q branch lines of the A(0, 31, 3)
band, J = 1,2,3,4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. The number of observed states is larger
than those for the (0, 34, 0) and (0, 36, 0) states, but smaller than those for (0, 32,
0).
HCP (0,38,0) State Reduced Term Value Plot
50 100 150 200 250
J*(J+l)
Figure 2.3 HCP (0,38,0) state reduced term value plot.
Bo=0.6662735 cm-l'.
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As shown in the reduced term value plot, we identified 6 vibrational states from
the spectra. The Franck-Condon bright states are: 1 = 0 and 2 (0, 38, 0) states for
which assignments are made confidently from the expected term value and the relative
intensity. The others are, in descending energy order, 1) = 1 or 2 state, 2) 1 = 1 or
2 state, 3) 1 = 0 state, 4) 1 = 0 state. The I assignments were based on the following
observations: states 3) and 4) only showed up in the Q-PUMP and Q-DUMP spectra,
and this confirmed that these states are definitely I = 0 e parity states. Otherwise
we would expect to observe double parity states due to the transition selection rule
of AJ = ±0, 1. On the other hand, states 1) and 2) were indeed observed for both e
and f parities. But whether these states are I = 1 or I = 2 is uncertain since both
I = 1 and I = 2 would appear as double parity states in the SEP spectra.
From the mechanism of rotational -type doubling for I = 1 states [13], we conclude
that states 1) and 2) are = 2. Following Jonas' discussion, the splitting between the
e and f components of the I = 1 states in parity basis is:
V = q2(v 2 + 1)J(J + 1)
Note that q2 is positive for HCP which means that the e parity state is expected
to lie above the f parity state, following the parity basis convention discussed in the
previous section. Evaluation of the splitting between the e and f parity basis states
leads to the equation for the effective rotational constants for I = states:
Beff = B,, + 4q2 (v 2 + 1)
Bff B- -q2(2 + 1).
So we obtain
ABef = -q 2(v 2 + 1)
In the case of the (0, 38, 0) state, we fix the value of q2 as the fitted value of the
Franck-Condon bright (0, 38, 0) state: q2 = 1.3 x 10- 3 cm-1 . Assuming that v 2 - 30,
we predict that the difference between I = 1 e and f parity states would be around
AB = 0.02cm -1
However the observed difference between the B-value of the e and f parity pairs
of states 1) and 2) is less than 0.01 cm- ' which is much smaller than the expected
B-value difference of an unperturbed I = 1 pair. Thus we began the fit by assuming
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that states 1) and 2) are 1 = 2 states. Looking carefully in the reduced term value
plots, one can see that states 1) and 3), 2) and 4) form two pairs of 1 = 0 and 2 states,
very similar to the behavior of the main state (0, 38, 0). Following the tentative I
assignment for states 1) and 2), the effective Hamiltonian matrix can be expressed
as:
e block:
/\
1 i U 113 U H15 U
o H2 2 0 H24 H2 5 0
H31 0 H 33 0 0 H64
0 H4 2 0 H44 0 H46
H51 H5 2 0 O Hl=2,m Hires
A n f TT LA. TFI, 1T
(2.6)
f block:
H1 1 0 H 13
0 H2 2 H23 (2.7)
H31 H32 Hf 2 ,m
Note that:
1) There is no interaction between e and f blocks.
2) There is no interaction between the perturbing states with the exception of the
interactions between each pair: 1) and 3), 2) and 4).
3) For = 0 states, we have Fermi resonances between I = 0 main and both states
3) and 4); For I = 2 states, we have Fermi resonances between 1 = 2 main and both
states 1) and 2).
It is obvious that the model assumed here is fairly complicated, but the result
of the fit was not satisfactory. First, the differences between the calculated and the
observed energy levels are significantly larger than experimental error, especially for
the perturbing states. Second, if the -assignment is correct, a J-independent Fermi
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resonance mechanism is implied. This means that the intensity of the perturbing
states will not increase with J because the off-diagonal matrix elements are constant
but the energy difference between the Franck-Condon bright state and the perturbing
states increases proportionally with J(J + 1). But in the observed SEP spectrum,
the intensity ratio of the perturbing states relative to the main state is observed to
have no siginificant J dependence.
So the failure of this model forced us to reconsider the I = 2 assignment for states
1) and 2). Another possible assignment is I = 1. We tried to fit the spectra the
same way as before except by replacing the off-diagonal matrix elements of the Fermi
resonance by the J-dependent Coriolis interaction between (0, 38, 0) state and the
states 1) , 2). It turned out that the fit was still unsatisfactory. The fit results for
both models are given in Table 2.2.
State vo g B,
1 = 0 main 23150.71(15) 0.6782(46)
I = 2 main 23150.71(15) 7.28(13) 0.6547(54)
1= 1 (1) 23143.19(15) 11.67(29) 0.7114(52)
1= 1 (2) 23163.21(10) 3.25(14) 0.6541(75)
1 = 0 (3) 23144.66(12) 0.6735(67)
1 = 0 (4) 23163.84(64) 0.7035(54)
Table 2.2a. The Least-Square Fit results for HCP (0,38,0) state (in
cm- 1, l uncertainties in parentheses). We assume that states 1) and 2)
are I = 1 states. D is assumed to be the same for all states.
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State Vo gi B.
I = 0 main 23148.76(24) 0.6936(11)
I = 2 main 23148.76(24) 7.61(31) 0.6542(14)
1= 2 (1) 23147.90(15) 10.84(30) 0.7123(85)
1 = 2 (2) 23163.17(95) 3.65(3) 0.6542(12)
I = 0 (3) 23147.90(15) 0.6724(10)
= 0 (4) 23163.17(95) 0.6726(11)
Table 2.2b. The Least-Square Fit results for HCP (0,38,0) state (in
cm-l, 1o uncertainties in parentheses). We assume that states 1) and 2)
are I = 1 states. D isassumed to be the same for all states.
It seems that the partial deperturbation of the (0, 38, 0) state has not been
successful. We discuss the possible reasons as the following:
1) Since the experiments were aimed at the bending overtones, the energy region
covered in the experiments was too restricted around the predicted region of the
bending overtone. This led to the possiblity of not observing some of the important
perturbing states. So the fit model excluding those states would not be adequate.
2) At an energy as high as 23000cm - 1, very close to the calculated energy barrier
of the HCP -+ HPC isomerization, it is possible that the vibrational wavefunctions
of HCP mix with those of HPC. If that happens, the fit only considering the HCP
wavefunctions would not give a satisfactory result.
The local depertubation of the HCP (0, 38, 0) state was unsuccessful. More
experiments are needed to cover continuously the high energy region above 16000cm - 1
in order to observe all the possible states. Using the C state as the intermediate would
yield more reliable results because the C2 state appeared to show no Franck-Condon
selectivity.
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2.8 (0, 40, 0) and (0, 42, 0) States
The PUMP transitions used for the (0, 40, 0) state were Q branch lines of the
A(0,31,3) band, J = 4,5,6,10,11,12. For (0, 42, 0), the PUMP transitions were:
A(0, 31,3) band, J = 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15. The observed spectra are
fairly complicated and only the Franck-Condon bright states (0, 40, 0) and (0, 42, 0)
are fitted to get the spectroscopic constants for the two states.
Table 2.3. The Spectroscopic Constants of highly vibrationally excited
HCP X 1E + (in cm-1 , lo- uncertainties in parentheses). D is assumed to
be the same for both 1=0 and 2 states.
1. Heavily perturbed, only fit to 1=0 states.
2. Partially deperturbed.
3. Only 1=0 states were observed.
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(v,v 2, 3 ) Vo g22 Bo |/u x 104 Dx106 qx104
(0,2,0) 1334.9812(6) 5.0442 0.6671205(24) 0.058(15) 0.6960(18) 2.322(37)
(0,26,0) 16318.692(3) 5.522(1) 0.65248(9) -1.01(18) 0.1(7) 1.934(31)
(0,28,0) 17489.333(8) 5.585(2) 0.65104(26) -1.17(40) 5.2(14) 1.915(49)
(0,30,0) 18648.087(6) 5.651(2) 0.64812(16) -1.22(25) 1.3(9) 1.892(29)
(0,32,0)1 19794.389(4) 0.64632(26)
(0,34,0) 20928.288(13) 5.857(3) 0.64532(16) -15.2(13) 4.6(5) 1.810(13)
(0,36,0) 22048.30(17) 6.26(4) 0.6508(20) -59.1(101) 13.7(52) 1.999(79)
(0,38,0)2 23150.71(15) 7.28(13) 0.6782(46) -121(43) 106(28) 1.3(45)
(0,40,0)2 24235.94(21) 8.32(5) 0.722(5) -246(30) 129(27) 2.6(5)
(0,42,0) 3 25315.302(30) 0.6915(7) 78(3)
(0,24,1) 16224.149(4) 5.536(1) 0.65158(8) -1.37(14) 2.0(5) 1.928(24)
(0,26,1) 17389.563(4) 5.588(2) 0.64945(19) -1.67(28) 2.0(10) 1.814(39)
Chapter 3
Cyanogen <- Isocyanogen
Isomerization
3.1 Introduction
Cyanogen, NCCN, is a linear symmetric molecule. It was first synthesized in 1815.
Through the IR spectrum recorded by Moller [16] and the Raman spectrum recorded
by Weber [17], the ground state (X +) has been well characterized. Belonging
to the point group Doh, Cyanogen has five normal vibrations, two of which are
doubly degenerate bending vibrations. The following table shows the symmetry and
frrequency of each vibration:
symmetry frequency (cm-1 )
vl, sym CN Eg 2324
v2, sym CC E+ 845
I3, anti-sym CN E+ 2158
V4, trans-bending IIg 503
V5, cis-bending IIu 233
Table 3.1. Normal mode structure of Cyanogen NCCN.
Several excited electronic states have also been extensively studied. In 1937,
Woo et al [18] first observed the weak sa3 E7 - X'+ transition, which was later
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confirmed by Callomon et al [19]. It was found that the excited a3E + state is linear
and the origin of the a - X transition is at - 300 nm. Another weak electronic
transition, b3A - X1+ , was observed around 250 nm by Cartwright et al [20]
at high resolution. The b3Au electronic state is also linear. These two transitions
arise from the r +- r, excitation and they are weak because they are spin forbidden
triplet-singlet transitions made weakly allowed by spin-orbit interaction. The strong
singlet-singlet rj - rru, transitions were observed by Woo et al [21] in 1932 and Bell
et al [22] in 1969. They identified the linear-linear transitions of A'lE - X'E+ and
BlA ÷-_ X½E+ at 220 nm and 207 nm, respectively. Absorption intensities were
found to be 104 times stronger than those of the triplet-singlet transitions. Cyanogen
also has a strong electronic transition in the vacuum ultraviolet region near 170 nm,
and the upper state has been assigned to be C011l arising from a r* - n excitation.
The symmetry-forbidden transitions of A'E -- X1E + and B'Au A 1E + are
induced by vibronic coupling involving mode 4.
One interesting feature about the Cyanogen molecule is its isomers Isocyanogen
(CNCN) and Diisocyanogen (CNNC) on the ground So surface. Ab initio calculations
[23] show that the isomers are separated by energy barriers. As shown in Figure 3.1,
the lowest energy barrier starting from NCCN is the transition state to CNCN at 
23150 cm -1 . CNCN and CNNC have been synthesized by Stroth [24] and Yamada
[25], respectively. Through the IR and Raman spectra, they concluded that both
CNCN and CNNC are linear in the ground state and are fairly stable in the gas
phase. In our group, there has been a lot of experimental effort invested in the
study of unimolecular isomerization, such as acytelene -- vinidylene, and HCP 
HPC. But a big problem in the above two systems is that the higher energy isomer
there is exteremely short-lived and not well understood. Also, the vibrational energy
sifficient to surmount the barrier is at least 15,000 cm-l for acetylene and 24000 cm-1
for HCP. Up to date, no experimental data have been observed to indicate whether
isomerization might occur in a spectroscopically detectable way.
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The three isomers of (CN)2 present a unique opportunity for studying the uni-
molecular isomerinzation process because, first of all, all the isomers have been synthe-
sized and all are fairly stable in the gas phase. The ground state of all three isomers
has been studied by Infrared Spectroscopy and this has made it easier to determine
whether there would be any spectroscopically recognizable sign of isomerization. On
the other hand, if we start from the less stable isomers, CNCN or CNNC, the energy
barrier will be much lower than that starting from NCCN. Ab initio calculation re-
sults show that the barrier from CNCN to NCCN is - 14000 cm - 1, only about 60%
of the barrier of NCCN to CNCN.
Following the above discussion, we propose an experiment utilizing a unique fea-
ture of the Cyanogen isomers. We plan to start from the molecule Isocyanogen and
excite the Isocyanogen molecule to highly vibrationally excited levels of the ground
state using the techinque of Stimulated Emission Pumping. In the following sections,
we discuss in detail the proposed experimental study of CNCN - NCCN isomeriza-
tion. The crucial question is whether CNCN has a low-lying bent electronic state so
that we can excite the CNCN molecule to its excited electronic state and then DUMP
the molecule to highly vibrationally excited levels on the ground electronic state of
CNCN, so that isomerization to NCCN might affect the Franck-Condon accessible
vibrational levels. The bent geometry of the excited state is important because it en-
sures favorable Franck-Condon overlaps with the high vibrational levels of the ground
state.
3.2 Ab initio Calculation Results
3.2.1 Molecular Orbital Analysis
Isocyanogen is linear in the ground electronic state with the symmetry of Coo, and has
the configuration of (lal)2 (2a 1 )2(3al )2 (4a1 )2 (5a 1) 2 (6al )2 (7a) 2 (8a1 )2 (9al )2 ( 1 ) 4 (27r) 44.
The HOMO and LUMO of the CNCN molecule are 17r27r and 3r4ir, respectively. Ob-
viously, we would expect that the lowest excited electronic state would correspond to
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the 37r +- 27r excitation. We want to know whether there is a bent excited electronic
state.
The Walsh diagram for CNCN is shown in Figure 3.2. Let us consider the trans-
bend motion first. From the linear ,-+ trans-bend Walsh diagram, one would expect
that if there is an electron excited from the 27r to the 3r orbital, there are 4 possible
excitations: a" +- a, a - a, a' +- a" , and a' - a". Note that from the selection
rules for electronic dipole transitions, only the a' - a" and a" +- a' excitations are
allowed. If the excitation is from a' - a, we can see from the Walsh diagram, that
the a' orbital would strongly prefer the bent geometry, while the a" orbital will be
somewhat indifferent between the linear and the bent structures. The curvature of the
Walsh diagram can be explained by the nodal character of the r orbitals of CNCN in
Figure 3.3. For example, for 37r orbital, the a' orbital component lies in the molecular
plane. The in-plane trans-bend displacement of the atoms from the linear structure
will decrease the anti-bonding effect between the 7r orbitals and increase the bonding
effect between the r orbitals. This will decrease the total energy of the molecule,
hence it will make the molecule more stable. The other a" orbital lies perpendicular
to the molecular plane. It is obvious that an out-of-plane trans-bend displacement of
the atoms would have little effect on the bonding character of the 7r orbitals, so the
Walsh diagram for the a" orbital is close to a straight line. Altogether, the larger the
trans-bent angle, the more stable the excited electronic state will be. So we expect
that there will be a A" trans-bent excited state.
With the above qualitative analysis, we only predict that a trans-bent structure
will be favorable for one of several possible excitations. But we don't know the exact
energy of the corresponding excited state. Since the dissociation energy of Cyanogen
is 47000 cm-l and from the ab initio calculation for Cyanogen and Isocyanogen,
we know that Isocyanogen lies about 9000 cm-l above Cyanogen on the ground state
PES, this raises an important question: even if there is a bent excited state for
CNCN, is its minimum below or above the adiabatic dissociation limit? If it is above
the dissociation limit and its lifetime is therefore much shorter than the 10ns range,
it will not be suitable as an intermediate state in our SEP experiments. On the other
29
Bending angle
Figure 3.2 Walsh diagram for CNCN
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hand, if the excited state lies below the dissociation limit, this will be very favorable
for the SEP experiments, since there will be good Franck-Condon overlap between
the bent state and the high vibrational levels of the trans bending normal mode. All
these questions must be answered by theoretical calculations.
3.2.2 Ab initio results
Sherrill and Schaefer [26] performed CISD calculations for the 1AA" state of Iso-
cyanogen and their results will be briefly discussed in the following.
Indeed, the calculation shows that there is a bent 1A" state that arise primarily
from the 3r - 2r excitation. They initially found two minima at the SCF level
of calculation. But at the CISD level, the two SCF minima converged to the same
structure as shown in Figure 3.4. They estimated that 1A" state lies about 41100 cm-l
(Te) above the CNCN ground electronic state. Sherrill and Schaefer also calculated
the harmonic vibrational frequencies for the five normal vibrations listed in Table
3.2, except for the mode arising from the torsional motion. Note that the calculated
energy of the A" state is 2000 cm-l above the lowest energy dissociation limit, taking
into account that CNCN lies 9000 cm-l above NCCN.
Table 3.2. Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies (cm-') of the CNCN A1A"
state. The result is from the calculation at the TZ2P level, except that
the value for the torsion is from results at the level of SCF-DZP.
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SCF CISD
wl(C2 - N 2 ) 2151 1977
o2(N - C2) 814 1331
3(C1 - N 1) 1205 1051
W4 (N1 - C2 - N 2 ) 663 650
ws(C1 - N1 - C2) 270 222
w 6(torsion) 457 (457)
176.3
1 1 175.9
I ', g4 176.6
215 DZP SCF
Z22 DZP CISD
!04 TZ2P SCF
206 TZ2P CISD
Figure 3.4 1A" state structure of CNCN.
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1.391
1.407
1.382
1.394
3.2.3 Discussion
The calculation confirmed our expectation that there is a bent 1A" state for Iso-
cyanogen. But it also showed that the A" state lies above the lowest dissociation
limit to CNX 2 E+ + CNX 25 +. The remaining question is whether the 'A" state is
sufficiently stable to be used as an intermediate state in the SEP experiments.
The fact that all six normal mode frequencies are real at the DZP SCF level from
Sherrill and Schaefer's calculation indicates that the calculated A" state is a true
minimum on the potential energy surface at the level of their calculation. At higher
levels of calculation, they were able to compute five real frequencies but not the out
of plane torsion. But there is no reason to believe that the vibrational frequency of
the torsion would become imaginary at higher levels of calculation. This is a strong
indication that the 1A" state would be stable at the origin.
Sherrill and Schaefer also tried to calculate the dissociation barrier of the CNCN
'A" state, but they were unable to determine the barrier height. Note that the 1A"
state of CNCN can only dissociate to CN X 2 5 + and A2H states. It was estimated
that the dissociation barrier of 1A" CNCN -, CN X 2 E+ + CN A2II to be 7000
cm-l. So the low vibrational levels of 'A' CNCN will be below the dissociation energy
barrier of the channel: 1A" CNCN -- CN X 2 + CN A 21I.
It is possible that the A" state of CNCN can be predissociated by a state which
dissociates adiabatically into two CN X 2 E + fragments. From symmetry, two CN
X 2 E+ states correspond to one singlet state A' and one triplet state 3A' of CNCN.
The only possible predissociation mechanism would be for the 'A" state of CNCN to
interact with a triplet state 3A' and dissociate along the triplet surface. The interac-
tion between the singlet and the triplet would necessarily be a spin-orbit interaction.
There have been no reports on the triplet states of Isocyanogen in the literature
and the calculations of Sherrill and Schaefer are to our knowledge, the first to deal
with the excited electronic states of CNCN. Knowing nothing about the lowest triplet
surface of CNCN, we cannot say anything about the possible spin-orbit interaction
bewteen a singlet state and a triplet state. However, we can conclude that the bent
'A" state of CNCN could possibily predissoicate to two CN X 2 E+ fragments only
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through a spin-orbit interaction with the triplet state 3 A'.
3.3 Conclusion
We predicted the existence of a low-lying bent 1A" state of CNCN and this prediction
was confirmed by the ab initio calculation by Sherrill and Schaefer. The bent 1A"
state of CNCN is found to lie 2000 cm- 1 above the lowest dissociation limit. The
calculation shows that the vibrational frequencies of the CNCN 1A" state are all real
and this implies that the A" state is a true minimum on the potential energy surface.
As for the possibility of dissociation into two ground state X 2E + CN fragments, direct
dissociation is impossible since the origin of 1A" state is 7000 cm - 1 below the lowest
possible CN X 2 E+ + CN A2II asymptote. Predissociation by the 3A' state is a
possibility, but without more detailed calculation, it is impossible to estimate the
predissociation lifetime of CNCN. But the results so far indicate that the 1A" state
of CNCN will be suitable as an SEP intermidiate.
The bent 'A" state of CNCN is ideally suited to the proposed SEP experiments to
probe the CNCN -+ NCCN isomerization. From the structure shown in Figure 3.2,
we would expect all the vibrational modes of the XlE+ state to be Franck-Condon
active with respect to the 'A" state of CNCN. Combining the advantage of lower
energy barrier from CNCN to NCCN and the powerful technique of SEP, we expect
that the SEP experiments on CNCN -- NCCN isomerization would be very likely to
succeed.
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